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In this paper we study the HyersUlamRassias stability theory by considering
the cases where the approximate remainder  is defined by
f x y  f x  f y   x , y  x , yG , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
f x y  g x  h y   x , y  x , yG , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
122 f x y  f x  f y   x , y  x , yG , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where G, is a certain kind of algebraic system, E is a real or complex
Hausdorff topological vector space, and f , g, h are mappings from G into E. We
prove theorems for the HyersUlamRassias stability of the above three kinds of
functional equations and obtain the corresponding error formulas.  2001 Aca-
demic Press
Key Words: HyersUlamRassias stability; Cauchy equation; Pexider equation;
Jensen equation; approximate remainder.
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, we denote by G a certain kind of algebraic
system and by E a real or complex Hausdorff topological vector space. By
N and Z we denote the sets of positive integers and of integers, respec-
Ž .tively. e stands for the unit which satisfies x e e x x for all xG
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Ž .of G if it exists , while it is  instead of e if G is an abelian group. A
Žmapping T : G E G with the property that GG such that x y
. Ž . Ž . Ž .G for all x, yG is called additive on G if T x y  T x  T y
for all x, yG. Let f , g, h be mappings from G into E. We refer to the
equations
f x y  f x  f y    x , yG , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
f x y  g x  h y    x , yG , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
122 f x y  f x  f y    x , yG 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
as a Cauchy equation, a Pexider equation, and a Jensen equation, respec-
Ž . Ž .tively.  in 1  3 is called the approximate remainder of the correspond-
ing functional equation. The stability of these functional equations is
called HyersUlamRassias stability.
 	In 1940, S. M. Ulam 18 proposed the following problem for the stability
of Cauchy equations:
Ž .Let G be a group and let E be a metric group with the metry d , . Given
 0, does there exist a  0 such that if a function h: G E satisfies the
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..inequality d h xy , h x h y   for all x, yG, then there exists a homo-
Ž Ž . Ž ..morphism H: G E with d h x , H x   for all xG?
 	In 1941, D. H. Hyers 3 answered this question in the affirmative when
 	G and E are Banach spaces. In 1978, Rassias 12 generalized the result of
Hyers. The result of the stability of Cauchy equations was further general-
˘ 	  	  	  	ized by Rassias 13 , Rassias and Semrl 14 , Gavruta 2 , and Jung 7 .˘ ˘
 	J. Ratz 11 considered the stability of Cauchy equations under the¨
assumption that G and E are a power-associative groupoid and a sequen-
tially complete topological vector space, respectively. The case of the
stability of Pexider equations was generalized by J. Chmielinski and Tabor´
 	  	1 and Kil-Woung Jun et al. 6 . The stability problems of Jensen equa-
 	tions can be found in 810 . For more theories of the HyersUlamRas-
sias stability of all kinds of functional equations, we refer the reader to
 	1517 .
In this paper, still using the direct method, we obtain some generaliza-
tions of the above theorems by considering the approximate remainders .
2. STABILITY OF CAUCHY EQUATIONS
Throughout this section let G be a power-associative groupoid and let f
Ž .satisfy 1 . A set G is called a power-associative groupoid if G is a
nonempty set with a binary relation x yG such that the left powers
satisfy x mn  x m x n for all m, nN and all xG. Left powers are
defined by x1  x, x m1  x x m, mN.
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A subset B of E is called ideally convex if for any bounded sequence
 4  4 Ž . 	x  B and sequence 
  0,	 with Ý 
  1, the seriesn n n1 n
Ý	 
 x either converges to an element of B or does not converge at all.n1 n n
 4 Ž .THEOREM 1. If there exists pN 
 1 such that f satisfies 1 and






lim    x , yG , T.1.2Ž . Ž .npn	
pn1 p n11 1
k klim  x , x or lim  x , x  E  xG ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn np pn	 n	k1 k1
T.1.3Ž .
Ž . Ž p n. nif and only if the limit T x  lim f x p exists for any xG, and Tn	
is additie. In this case, the equality
pn1 p n11 1
k kT x  f x  lim  x , x  f x  lim  x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn np pn	 n	k1 k1
T.1.4Ž .
holds for all xG.
Ž . k Ž .Proof. Necessity . For every kN, putting y x in 1 , we obtain
that
f x k1  f x  f x k   x , x k  xG . T.1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Adding the n formulas together in T.1.5 from 1 to n, we conclude that
n
n1 kf x  n 1 f x   x , x  xG . T.1.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
k1
Ž . Ž . Ž k . Ž k .Since  x, y   y, x for all x, yG,  x, x   x , x for all
Ž .xG and all kN. This yields two limit formulas in T.1.3 that
converge or diverge simultaneously, and they are equal when they con-
Ž .verge. Thus, by T.1.3 , we may assume that
pn1 p n11 1
k klim  x , x  lim  x , x   x  xG .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn np pn	 n	k1 k1
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n Ž . nWith p in place of n 1 in T.1.6 , and dividing by p , we have
p n pn1f x 1Ž .
k f x   x , x  xG , nN . T.1.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn np p k1
Ž .Let n 	 in T.1.7 to obtain
f x nŽ .
T x  lim  f x   x  xG .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .npn	
p n p n Ž .To show that T is additive, replace x with x and y with y in 1 ,
n Ž .then divide by p to obtain, by T.1.1 ,
p n n n n np p p pf x y f x f y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
    x , yG , nN .Ž .n n n np p p p
Consequently, the left side of the above equality tends to  as n 	 by
Ž .T.1.2 . Thus it follows that
T x y  T x  T y  x , yG .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The proof of the sufficiency is straightforward. It leads to the asserted
result.
COROLLARY 1. Let E be sequentially complete. Set
	i j 4B x  co    x , x  xG . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /i , j1
 4 Ž . Ž .If there exists pN 
 1 such that f satisfies 1 and T.1.1 ,  satisfies
Ž . Ž .T.1.2 , and B x are bounded for all xG, then there exists a unique
additie mapping T : G E such that
sT x  f x  B x  xG , C.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
sŽ .where co A is the conex hull of A, and A denotes the sequential closure
of A.
Ž .In particular, if E is locally conex, then the boundedness of B x can be
 Ž i j.4	replaced by the boundedness of  x , x .i, j1
Ž .Proof. First, we show that T.1.3 holds. Let xG. By the definition of
Ž . Ž n. Ž . Ž .B x , B x  B x for all nN and all xG. Since B x is convex,
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž 	.which contains  , B x is a starlike set i.e., tB x  B x for any t 0, 1 .
1 np 1 kŽ .It is easy to see that lim Ý  x , x exists for every xG.nn	 k1p
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nŽ . Ž .
m np p
m npn mnp p 1f xŽ .1 1 1ž / kn n np p p  f x   x , xŽ . Ž .Ý ž /n mn n mnp p p p k1
mn mnp 11 1 p  1 kn np p  x , xŽ .Ý ž /n mn mnp p  1 pk1
1 1np B x  B x .Ž . Ž .n np p
Ž .  Ž p n. n4By the hypothesis of boundedness of B x , f x p is a Cauchy
 Ž p n. n4sequence of E. Since E is sequentially complete, f x p converges to
an element of E. This implies that
pn1 p n11 1
k klim  x , x  lim  x , xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn np pn	 n	k1 k1
exists for all xG.
Ž .We shall show that B x is ideally convex. In fact, first, we can claim
Ž .  	that B x is convex by 19, Theorem 4-2-12 . Furthermore, we note that
Ž .any closed convex set is ideally convex. This implies that B x is ideally
Ž .convex. Since B x is a starlike convex set,
pn1 p n1 n1 1 p  1
k k x , x   x , x B x  xG .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n np p  1 pk1 k1
Moreover,
pn1 p n1 n1 1 p  1
k klim  x , x  lim  x , x  B xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n np p  1 pn	 n	k1 k1
 xG .Ž .
Clearly,
pn1 p n11 1
k k slim  x , x  lim  x , x  B x  xG .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn np pn	 n	k1 k1
Ž .Hence C.1.1 holds by Theorem 1.
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Now we show the uniqueness of T. Suppose that U: G E is an
sŽ . Ž . Ž .another additive mapping that satisfies U x  f x  B x for all xG.
Ž .Then it follows from C.1.1 that
1
n nU x  T x  U x  T xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
n
1
n n n n U x  f x  f x  T xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
n
1
s n s n B x  B xŽ . Ž .Ž .
n
1
s s B x  B x  xG .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
n
Ž . Ž .But B x is bounded by the boundedness of B x . Consequently, we
Ž . Ž . Ž .conclude that U x  T x   as n 	. Thus it follows that U x 
Ž .T x for all xG.
Finally, note that if E is also locally convex, then the boundedness of
i j 	Ž .  Ž .4B x as a sequel to  x , x is bounded. This concludes the proof.i, j1





lim    x , yG , T.2.1Ž . Ž .n2n	
	 2 k1 2 k1 x , xŽ .
  x  E  xG , T.2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k2k1
Ž . Ž 2 n. nif the only if the limit T x  lim f x 2 exists for any xG, and Tn	
Ž . Ž . Ž .is additie. In this case, we hae T x  f x   x for any xG.
Ž .Proof. We need only show the necessity. Put y x in 1 to obtain
1 12f x  f x   x , x  xG . T.2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
Assume that
n 2 k1 2 k11  x , xŽ .n2f x  f x   xG T.2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k2 2k1
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holds for a certain nN. Then for all xG,
n22f xŽ .1 1 1ž /n 12 2 2f x  f x   f x  f x  f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . nn1 2 2 22
2 k1 2 k12 2n  x , xŽ . Ž .1 1ž /
   x , xŽ .Ý k2 22k1
n1 2 k1 2 k1 x , xŽ .
 ,Ý k2k1
Ž .and so T.2.4 holds for any nN and any xG by induction.
In the same way as in the proof Theorem 1, we achieve the result.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let E be sequentially complete. If T.1.1 and T.2.1
Ž . Ž 4  Ž 2 i 2 i.4	 .hold, and B x  co    x , x are bounded for all xG, theni1
there exists a unique additie mapping T : G E such that
sT x  f x  B x  xG . C.2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .When E is also locally conex, the boundedness of B x can be replaced by
 Ž 2 i 2 i.4	the boundedness of  x , x .i1
 	Remark 1. Corollary 1 is a generalization of the result of J. Ratz 11 ,¨
 	and Theorem 2 is just a generalization of the result of Gavruta 2 .¨ ¨
3. STABILITY OF PEXIDER EQUATIONS
Throughout this section let G be a power-associative groupoid with a
Ž .unit e. f satisfies 2 and
2 n n n2 2f x y  f x  y  x , yG , nN . T.3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Let  be the approximate reminder of the Pexider equation withŽ g , h.
respect to g, h: G E.





lim    x , yG T.3.2Ž . Ž .n2n	
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and
	 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1 x , x   x , e   e, xŽ . Ž . Ž .
  x  EŽ .Ý k2k1
 xG T.3.3Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž 2 n. nif and only if the limit T x  lim f x 2 exists for any xG, and Tn	
is additie. In addition, we hae
T x  f x   x  g e  h e  xG , T.3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
T x  g x   x  g e   x , e  xG , T.3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
T x  h x   x  h e   e, x  xG . T.3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Moreoer, T is independent of g, h, whose  satisfies T.3.2 and T.3.3 .
Ž .Proof. We have only to show the necessity. In 2 , set y x to obtain
f x 2  g x  h x   x , x  xG . T.3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Put y e in 2 to obtain
f x  g x  h e   x , e  xG . T.3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Putting x e with x in place of y in 2 , we have
f x  h x  g e   e, x  xG . T.3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
By induction, we can show that
2 n n 2 k1f x  xŽ . Ž .
 f x   xG , nN , T.3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k2 2k1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where  x g e  h e   x, x   x, e   e, x .
Ž . Ž .Indeed, for n 1, it follows from T.3.7  T.3.9 that for all xG,
1 1 12 2f x  f x  f x  g x  h x  g x  f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
1 h x  f xŽ . Ž .2
1  x , x  h e   x , e  g e   e, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
1  x .Ž .2
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Ž .Assume that T.3.10 holds for a certain n. Then
n22f xŽ .1 1 1ž /n 12 2 2f x  f x   f x  f x  f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . nn1 2 2 22
2 k12n  xŽ .1 1ž /
   xŽ .Ý k2 22k1
n 2 k x 1Ž .
   xŽ .Ý k1 22k1
n1 2 k1 xŽ .
  xG ,Ž .Ý k2k1
Ž .and so T.3.10 holds for n 1.
Ž .Moreover, we conclude from T.3.3 that
	 2 k1 xŽ .
Ý k2k1
	 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1g e  h e   x , x   x , e   e, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Ý k2k1
g e  h e   x  xG .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Letting n 	 in T.3.10 , for all xG we achieve
2 n 	 2 k1f x  xŽ . Ž .
T x  lim  f x Ž . Ž . Ýn k2 2n	 k1
 f x  g e  h e   x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .This implies that T.3.4 holds.






nŽ . Ž . Ž .
lim  lim  lim  T x  xGŽ . Ž .n n n2 2 2n	 n	 n	
Ž . 2 n 2 n Ž .by T.3.2 . Replacing x with x and y with y in 2 and then dividing by
n Ž .2 , by T.3.1 we get for any xG and any nN
2 n n n n n2 2 2 2f x y g x h y  x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
   .n n n n2 2 2 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Letting n 	, by T.3.2 we conclude that T x y  T x  T y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . x, yG . From T.3.8 , T.3.9 , and T.3.4 , we get that T.3.5 and
Ž .T.3.6 hold.
Ž . Ž .Let T and T  be additive mappings with respect to g, h and g , h ,
Ž . Ž .which satisfy T.3.4  T.3.6 , respectively. To show that T T , we observe
that for any xG and all nN,
1 n n2 2T x  T  x  T x  T  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n2
1 n n2 2 T x  f x  g e  h e  g e  h eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n2
n n2 2f x  T  x  g  e  h e  g  e  h eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 n n2 2  x   x  C ,Ž . Ž .Ž g , h. Ž g  , h.n2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where Cg e  h e  g  e  h e .
Ž 2 n. nWe need only show lim  x 2   for all xG. Indeed, byn	




n 2 k1 n 2 k1 n 2 k1 n 2 k12 2 2 2	  x , x   x , e   e, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Ž . Ž . Ž .
 lim Ýn k2 2n	 k1
	 2 nk1 2 nk1 2 nk1 2 nk1 x , x   x , e   e, xŽ . Ž . Ž .
 lim Ý nk2n	 k1
	 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1 x , x   x , e   e, xŽ . Ž . Ž .
 lim    xG .Ž .Ý k2n	 kn1
This completes the proof.
For abbreviation we set
	
i i2 2A x , y  A x , y   x , y  x , yG ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5Ž g , h. Ž g , h. i1
 4B x , y  B x , y  co   A x , y  x , yG .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž g , h. Ž g , h.
Ž . Ž . Ž . is said to have property C.B if for any xG B x, x , B x, eŽ g , h. Ž g , h. Ž g , h.
Ž . Ž .and B e, x are bounded, and T.3.2 holds. We denote FŽ g , h.
Ž . Ž .4g, h :  has property C.B .Ž g , h.
Ž .If E is also locally convex, the boundedness of B x, y can beŽ g , h.
Ž .replaced by the boundedness of A x, y .Ž g , h.
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Ž .COROLLARY 3. Let E be sequentially complete. If g, h  F, then there
exists a unique additie mapping T : G E such that
s s sT x  f x  g e  h e  B x , x  B x , e  B e, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 xG , C.3.1Ž . Ž .
s s sT x  g x  g e  B x , x  B x , e  B e, x  B x , eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 xG , C.3.2Ž . Ž .
s s sT x  h x  h e  B x , x  B x , e  B e, x  B e, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 xG . C.3.3Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. As in the proof Corollary 1, we see that B x, x , B x, e , and
Ž .B e, x are ideally convex for any xG. It follows that for all xG,
	 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1 2 k1 x , x   x , e   e, xŽ . Ž . Ž .
 x Ž . Ý k2k1
s s s B x , x  B x , e  B e, x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž 2 n 2 n. Ž .ŽBy the definition of B x, y , we have B x , y  B x, y  x, yG, n
.N .
In a manner analogous to that of Corollary 1, we can complete the
proof.
COROLLARY 4. If E is sequentially complete, then there exists a unique
Ž .additie mapping T : G E such that for any xG and any g, h  F
T x  f x  g e  h e  B x , C.4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž g , h.
T x  g x  g e  B x  B x , e , C.4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž g , h. Ž g , h.
T x  h x  h e  B x  B e, x , C.4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž g , h. Ž g , h.
def s s sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .where B x B x, x  B x, e  B e, x .Ž g , h. Ž g , h. Ž g , h. Ž g , h.
Proof. Corollary 3 asserts that there is a unique additive mapping T
Ž . Ž . Ž .that satisfies C.4.1  C.4.3 for any g, h  F.
We shall show the uniqueness of T. Let T and T  be additive mappings
Ž . Ž .with respect to g, h and g , h in F, respectively. To show that T T ,
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we observe that for any xG and all nN,
1 n n2 2T x  T  x  T x  T  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n2
1 n n2 2 T x  f x  g e  h e  g e  h eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n2
n n2 2f x  T  x  g  e  h e  g  e  h eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 n n2 2 B x  B x  CŽ . Ž .Ž g , h. Ž g  , h.n2
1
 B x  B x  C ,Ž . Ž .Ž g , h. Ž g  , h.n2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where C  g e  h e  g  e  h e . Because B x andŽ g , h.
Ž . Ž . Ž .B x are bounded, letting n 	, we conclude that T x  T  x forŽ g , h.
all xG.
COROLLARY 5. Let B be a bounded conex subset of E which contains  ,
where E is sequentially complete. Then there is a unique additie mapping T :
Ž .G E such that for any xG and any g, h  F
s sT x  f x  g e  h e  B  2 B , C.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s sT x  g x  g e  2 B  2 B , C.5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s sT x  h x  h e  2 B  2 B , C.5.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . 4where F  g, h :  x, y  B for all x, yG .B Ž g , h.
Ž . Ž .If E is also locally conex and A is a bounded set of E, then C.5.1  C.5.3
Ž . Ž 4 .hold for all g, h  F and xG, where B co   A .A
Remark 2. Theorem 3 shows that we have succeeded here in giving a
 	generalization of the result of 6 .
4. STABILITY OF JENSEN EQUATIONS
Ž .Throughout this section let G, be a power-associative groupoid with
a unit element e and inverse elements. By x1 we denote the inverse
Ž 1 1 .element of x in G which satisfies x  x x x  e . Let G be a0
subset of G such that x n G for any n Z and all xG . We assume0 0
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 4 2 3that if xG 
 e , then x  e, x  e. If there exists zG such that0 0
2 Ž .12x y z for x, yG , then we can state that symbolically x y  z.0
Ž .2 	12In particular, x y x y for all x, yG with x yG .0 0
Ž .Let f : G  E satisfy 30
n3 12n n12 3 3f x y  f x  y T.4.1Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /ž /
and
12 122 2 2f x y  f x  y T.4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /ž /
 4 Ž .12for any x, yG 
 e with x y G .0 0
 4  4THEOREM 4.  : G 
 e G 





 4lim    x , yG 
 e , T.4.3Ž .Ž .0n3n	
	 3 k1 3 k1 3 k1 3 k x , x   x , xŽ . Ž .
 4  x  E  xG 
 e ,Ž . Ž .Ý 0k3k1
T.4.4Ž .
Ž . Ž 3 n. n  4if and only if the limit T x  lim f x 3 exists for all xG 
 e ,n	 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .and T is additie in the sense that T x y  T x  T y for all x, y
 4G 
 e . In addition, we hae0
 4T x  f x   x  f e  xG 
 e . T.4.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž . 1Proof. We shall show only the necessity. In 3 , take y x to get
1 1  42 f e  f x  f x   x , x  xG 
 e . T.4.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Replacing x with x1 and y with x 3, we obtain
1 3 1 3  42 f x  f x  f x   x , x  xG 
 e . T.4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž . Ž .  4By T.4.6 and T.4.7 , we conclude that for all xG 
 e ,0
1 13 3 1f x  f x  f x  f x  2 f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3
1f x  f x  2 f e  2 f eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 11 3 1  x , x   x , x  2 f e  u x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3
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Ž . Ž 1 . Ž 1 3. Ž .where u x   x, x   x , x  2 f e . If
n 3 k11 u xŽ .n3  4f x  f x   xG 
 e T.4.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 0n k3 3k1
 4holds for a certain n, then for every xG 
 e ,0
n1 1 1 1n 1 33 3 3 3f x  f x  f x  f x  f x  f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /nn1 3 3 33
3 k13n u xŽ .1 1ž /
  u xŽ .Ý k3 33k1
n 3 k n1 3 k1u x 1 u xŽ . Ž .
  u x  ,Ž .Ý Ýk1 k33 3k1 k1
Ž .  4and so T.4.8 holds for any nN and any xG 
 e by induction.0
Ž .  4From T.4.4 we compute that for every xG 
 e ,0
	 3 k1 	 3 k1 3 k1 3 k1 3 k 	u x  x , x   x , x 2 f eŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Ý Ý Ýk k k3 3 3k1 k1 k1
  x  f e .Ž . Ž .
 Ž 3 n. n4 Ž .This implies that f x 3 converges in E. That is, T x 
 Ž 3 n. n4  4 Ž . Ž .lim f x 3 exists for any xG 
 e . Moreover, T x  f x n	 0
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž . x  f e holds for any xG 
 e by T.4.8 .0
Now we show that T is additive in several steps.
Ž . Ž .Step 1. From T.4.1 and 3 , we have
n312 n n n n3 3 3 32 f x yŽ . f x f y  x , yŽ .ž / Ž . Ž .
  n n n n3 3 3 3
 4 Ž .12for any x, yG 
 e with x y G .0 0
Ž .Letting n 	, by T.4.3 , we obtain
122T x y  T x  T y T.4.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 4 Ž .12for any x, yG 
 e with x y G .0 0
 4Step 2. The definition of T implies that for any xG 
 e and any0
nN,
3 mn nm3 3f xŽ . f xŽ .ž /n3 n nT x  lim  lim 3  3 T x .Ž . Ž .m nm3 3m	 m	
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 4 Ž .Step 3. For any xG 




n 3 k1 n 3 k1 n 3 k1 n 3 k3 3 3 3	  x , x   x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 ž / ž /
 lim Ýn k3 3n	 k1
	 3 nk1 3 nk1 3 nk1 3 nk x , x   x , xŽ . Ž .
 lim Ý nk3n	 k1
	 3 k1 3 k1 3 k1 3 k x , x   x , xŽ . Ž .
 lim   .Ý k3n	 kn1
 4 Ž . Ž .Step 4. For any xG 
 e , we compute, by T.4.1 , T.4.5 , and0
Ž .T.4.10 , that
2T x 2  4T x  2T x 2  T x 3  T xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
n n1 n3 32 3 3 2T x  T x  T xŽ . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /n3
n n1 3 32 2 2T x  2 f xŽ . Ž .ž / ž /n3
3 n 3 n3 3T x  f xŽ . Ž .ž / ž /
n3n n 123 3 3T x  f x  2 f x  xŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /
n n33 3f x  f xŽ . Ž .ž /
n n1 3 32 3 2 x  2 f e   xŽ . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /n3
n n1 n3 3 3f e   x  f e   x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
n n1 3 32 3 2 x   xŽ . Ž .ž / ž /n3
n n1 n3 3 3 x   x , x .Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Letting n 	, we claim, by Step 3 and T.4.3 , that
2  4T x  2T x  xG 
 e . T.4.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
 4 Ž .Finally, for any x, yG 
 e with x yG , we obtain, by T.4.2 ,0 0
Ž . Ž .T.4.9 , and T.4.11 , that
12 122 2 2T x y  T x y  T x  yŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /
1 2 2 T x  T y  T x  T y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2
For abbreviation we denote
	i i11 3 3 4  4B x , x  co    x , x  xG 
 e ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 0ž /i1
	i i1 3 3 4  4B x , x  co    x , x  xG 
 e .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 0ž /i1
Ž .COROLLARY 6. Suppose that E is sequentially complete and T.4.3 holds.
Ž 1 . Ž 1 .  4If B x , x and B x, x are bounded for any xG 
 e , then there0
exists a unique additie mapping T : G  E such that0
s 1 s 1  4T x  f x  f e  B x , x  B x , x  xG 
 e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
C.6.1Ž .
 Ž 3 i 3 i1.4	If E is also locally convex, then the boundedness of  x , x i1
 Ž 3 i 3 i.4	 Ž 1 . Ž 1 .and  x , x ensures the boundedness of B x , x and B x, x ,i1
respectively.
Proof. Note that
k1 k k k1 k3 3 3 3	 	 x , x 23  x , xŽ .Ž . Ž .
 4  xG 
 e ,Ž .Ý Ý 0k k3 2k1 k1
k1 k1 k k1 k13 3 3 3	 	 x , x 23  x , xŽ .Ž . Ž .
 4  xG 
 e .Ž .Ý Ý 0k k3 2k1 k1
In the same way as in the proof Corollary 1, we may show the result.
Remark 3. If G is an abelian group and E is a Banach space, then
 	Theorem 4 is a generalization of the result of 9 .
Now we localize some conditions by the following theorem.
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THEOREM 5. Let G be a real topological ector space. If mapping T :
G E satisfies that there exists a -neighborhood U such that
T x y  T x  T y T.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
wheneer y xU for all x, yG, then T is additie.
Proof. We first may show by induction that
x 1
T  T x  xG and nN . T.5.2Ž . Ž . Ž .n nž /2 2
Next let x, yG. We have only to consider the situation when y x
U for all x, yG. By the absorptance of the neighborhood of zero, there
Ž . N Ž . Ž .exists NN such that y x 2 U. From T.5.1 and T.5.2 we get
x y x y
N N NT x y  2 T  2 T  2 T  T x  T yŽ . Ž . Ž .N N Nž / ž / ž /2 2 2
for all x, yG with y xU.
Ž . Ž .Finally, for all x, yG, T.5.1 holds i.e., T is additive .
Remark 4. If G is a real topological vector space, then, by Theorem 5,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the conditions T.1.1 , T.1.2 , T.2.1 , T.3.1 , T.3.2 , and T.4.1  T.4.3
hold as long as y xU for some neighborhood of zero U in G and any
x, yG. In this case, the operation  is a usual addition .
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